A formula for computing approximate leakage of population from an initially prepared electronic state with a nonequilibrium nuclear distribution to a second nonadiabatically coupled electronic state is derived and applied. The formula is a nonequilibtium generalization of the familiar golden rule, which applies when the initial nuclear state is a rovibrational eigenstate of the potential energy surface associated with the initially populated electronic state. Here, more general initial nuclear states are considered. The resultant prescription, termed the nonequilibrium golden rule formula, can be evaluated via semiclassical, procedures and hence applied to multidimensionai, e.g., condensed phase systems. To illustrate its accuracy, application is made to a spin-boson model of "inner sphere" electron transf&. This model, introduced by Garg et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 83, 4491 (19X5)] for the nonadiabatic transition out of a thermal distribution of states in the initial (donor) electronic level, is extended to include nonequilibrium, nonstationary initial nuclear states on the donor surface. The predictions of the nonequilibrium golden rule are found to agree well with numerically exact path integral results for a wide range of initial distortions of the initial nuclear wave packet from its equilibrium configuration.
INTRODUCTION
The motion of molecules on electronically excited potential surfaces plays a major role in fundamental processes such as photochemistry and electron transfer. A very common, and often essential, feature of excited state dynamics is the coupling of motion on two or more Born-Oppenheimer potential surfaces. This interaction may result from spinorbit coupling,* breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation," coupling between molecular centers that gives rise to electron transfer, etc. The consequence is the transfer of occupation probability from one electronic state to another. Such phenomena play a major role in linear and nonlinear spectroscopies,3 relaxation rates and quantum yields," electron transfer, 5(a)V(b)~ and other nonadiabatic chemical rate processes.5(c1 While curve-crossing phenomena play an important role in excited state dynamics of isolated small molecules (e.g., photodissociation of ICN,6 methyl iodideyca) and alkali halides7@)), most chemically interesting processes take place in condensed phases. Coupling to the condensed phase solvent greatly complicates the relevant solute quantum dynamics. Exact solution of the Schrijdinger equation is in general impossible. Reliable and efficient approximation procedures are needed.
Of central importance in the theory of condensed phase rate processes is the golden rule (GR).8 Application of this procedure to the computation of electronic population dynamics in systems characterized by nonadiabatic transitions between different electronic states requires certain conditions. First, the interstate coupling should be small, since at a)Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260. bJPermanent address: School of Chemistry, Sackler Faculty of Science, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 69978, Israel the heart of the golden rule is an application of low order time-dependent perturbation theory. Many experimentally relevant systems fall in this category, which in the context of electron transfer is known as the nonadiabatic regime. Second, the golden rule assumes that the system is prepared in a rovibrational eigenstate of the initially populated electronic potential surface, or that the population on that surface is maintained in thermal equilibrium throughout the nonadiabatic relaxation process. The latter condition holds, irrespective of the initially prepared state, provided that thermal equilibration takes place on the initial surface on a time scale much shorter than the characteristic time required for significant changes in the electronic population. Under these conditions, the standard golden rule provides a simple formula for the rate constant,g which can be expressed as a time integral over a function (to be termed a time kernel) determined by sequential propagation of nuclear coordinate wave packets or density matrices on the two coupled surfaces. While exact evaluation of the relevant time l?emels is in general not possible, a variety of semiclassical techniques have been developed,'0-'2 and recent implementations"~12 suggest that they can be applied successfully to many condensed phase problems. The standard golden rule (GR) is also useful for a particular limit of nonequilibrium nuclear dynamics. In this limit, thermal relaxation is not necessarily fast relative to the nonadiabatic transition, but thermal dephasing is. In this case, only diagonal elements of the nuclear density matrix are relevantI and the time evolution is described by a master equation in the space of the nuclear level populations in the initial electronic state, where each such level decays because of the nonadiabatic coupling to the other electronic states with the rate determined by the standard GR formula. We note that vibrational dephasing is indeed much faster than vibrational relaxation for small molecules in the condensed phase at room temperature.14 The same observation has also been made for several cases involving large solute molecules.r5
In the most general nonequilibrium situation, the initial distribution in nuclear space is characterized not only by nonequilibrium populations, but also by coherences. For example, a sudden electronic transition from the lowest vibrational level of the ground electronic state produces a Gaussian wave packet on the excited potential surface. The subsequent adiabatic evolution of such a wave packet involves determininstic motion, thermal relaxation, and thermal dephasing of the nuclear motion. The effect of these nonequilibrium processes in the initially occupied excited electronic state on its subsequent time evolution can be most generally taken into account within generalized master equation models, where time evolution of coherences and possible non-Markovian effects are taken into account.16 While being a very powerful pheaomenological approach, this method cannot be used in computations involving realistic model systems, particularly in condensed phases. On the other hand, the adiabatic evolution of the initially prepared nuclear wave packet can be calculated using time dependent quantum or semiclassical methods. In this paper, we consider nonadiabatic electronic transitions in the presence of such nonequilibrium time evolution on the initial electronic surface. Provided that the backflow from the initially unoccupied electronic state to the initially occupied one can be neglected (a condition for the validity of the standard GR at long times), we find that it is possible to modify the standard GR prescription in a simple way in order to treat electronic population relaxation in the case of nonequilibrium preparation of the initial electronic state. The result, to be denoted as the nonequilibrium golden rule (NGR) formula, is only marginally more elaborate than the standard equilibrium version and is amenable to calculation by the same semiclassical techniques that have been successful in the equilibrium case. A similar approach in a more limited framework was suggested previously by Nitzan and Jortner;17 however, no tests of its validity were carried out.
As a result of second order time dependent perturbation theory, the golden rule can only guarantee accuracy in its prediction of short-time dynamics. More sophisticated derivations of the GR rate'8"91a) extend its validity to long times under conditions which promote simple exponential decay. The question of whether the nonequilibrium golden rule can correctly predict the full history of the electronic population evolution can only be answered by comparing nonequilibrium golden rule results to exact results for appropriate model problems. Since our development of the formula relies strongly on the presence of a multidimensional "bath" of nuclear coordinates, there are not many systems (featuring both a large environment of bath coordinates and curve crossing between two potential surfaces) for which exact results can be obtained.
Fortunately, a model for electron transfer, due to Garg, Onuchic, and Ambegaokar (GOA), which is of spin-boson type, is very useful for our purposes in two ways. First, it is multidimensional in nuclear space, and second, it can be solved essentially exactly. We note that Garg et al. were interested in initial conditions corresponding to equilibrium preparation in the donor electronic state. Here we study cases of nonequilibrium initial preparation as well. We have succeeded, by explicit enumeration of the spin configurations that arise in the path integral (PI) representation of the dynamics of the spin-boson model, to converge the quantum dynamics of substantial portions of the electronic decay curves over a range of initial conditions and potential parameters. These results have been compared to the prediction?of the nonequilibrium golden rule formula, with good agreement obtained in all cases studied. In the rest of this paper, we present our formulation and the results of our numerical studies according to the following outline.
In Sec. II, the NGR formalism is presented. In Sec. III, the GOA model is introduced and our procedure for modifying it in the case of nonequilibrium preparation on the initially populated (donor) potential surface is described. Then, in Sec. IV, numerically exact results for this model, obtained by explicit spin-path enumeration, are compared to approximate results obtained from the NGR formula. The paper concludes with a discussion in Sec. V in which the strengths and weaknesses of the NGR method are summarized and possible directions for future work suggested.
II. A NONEQUILIBRIUM GOLDEN RULE FORMULA
A. The time dependent rate constant Consider two nuclear Hamiltonians fi, and fi, that describe the motion on different electronic potential surfaces V, and V, and which interact via nonadiabatic or other couFlingA terms."' To be concrete, let fib=?+ V,(i) and h,= T+ V,(2), where ? is the nuclear kinetic energy operator. The dimensionality of the nuclear coordinate space, the coordinate system employed, and the functional form of V,,, are arbitrary. (In this section we employ a one dimensional description of the nuclear motion for notational simplicity. To treat the multidimensional case, regard the position and momentum variables as vector quantities, with one component for each Cartesian degree of freedom.) The subscripts "b" and "d" stand for "bright" and "dark," a designation again adopted for concreteness.2" In a common scenario, a molecule in its electronic ground state is optically excited to a bright electronic state and its subsequent evolution is affected by radiationless transition induced by nonadiabatic coupling to a second electronic state nearby in energy, but radiatively dark, i.e., not coupled radiatively to the ground state. The nonadiabatic coupling function is denoted by sGJ3.
The specific question asked is " Here lb) and Id) are the bright and dark electronic states, respectively, which are assumed independent of nuclear co; ordinates.
In terms of the Hamiltonian (2.1), the bright state electronic population is, irrespective of the rovibrational state of the nuclear motion, k(t) can be interpreted as a time dependent rate constant in the following manner: Pb(t)=(&l(ble"lb)(ble-ik~b)/qho). cm Note that we set h=l throughout. Furthermore, for simplicity, we concentrate on the case that the nuclear coordinates are prepared at t = 0 in a pure state, described by a wave function $o(~). Our results can easily be adapted to the case where the nuclear coordinates are prepared in a mixed state described by an appropriate density matrix.
We calculate Pb(t) to lowest nontrivial order in perturbation theory. This perturbation expansion is predicated on the smallness of *the nonadiabatic coupling strength, i. Xexp [-i&(t'-tr') ]~e-~r"+O(g").
(2.6) Inserting this expression into Eq. (2.5) leads to an explicit evaluation of the short-time evolution of the electronic population
It is convenient to define rC is the time scale on which the integrand in Eq. (2.11) decays to zero, and the conditions for validity of Eq. (2.11) are essentially those that ensure that such relaxation to zero indeed occurs on a short enough time scale. Neglecting deviations at short t-un;s, this implies simple exponential decay, i.e., P&t) = e I , with the rate constant given in Eq.
(2.11). The purpose of the present work is, again, to generalize our understanding to the case of out-of-equilibrium initial preparation. By following-a similar line of reasoning that leads to Eq. (2.1 l), we may assert that provided that t%-TV, then the generalization of Eq. (2.11) ,to the nonequilibrium case is
( 2.8) J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 101, No. 1, 1 July 1994 Equation (2.12) provides an elegant interpretation of the time dependent rate constant as the rate associated with the relaxation of the instantaneous wave function I f$o(t)). Lf, in an interacting many body system, the relaxation of do(t) leads
Here ij(tj=I~dtj)(~O(tjl, with Ic,bo(t)) .= e-&'I+o). That is, I +o(t)) is the wave packet obtained by-propagating I@o) on V, or, equivalently, fi(t) is the-density matrix associated with the evolution of initial density matrix I +,,)( +ol according to fi, . The form of k(t) given in Eq. (2.10) has some interpretive and computational advantages.
In the case where I$o) is an eigenstate of 16,) say I #"}, then provided certain conditions are satisfied, after the transient time rC, k(t) attains a time independent value given by the standard GR result ccl kj=2 Re I, d7( ~~)l&-'hdTge'i~j 4y)).
(2.11) to a thermal distribution on the bright surface, Eq. (2.12) will again become the standard GR expression for times t that exceed the thermal relaxation time.
B. Semiclassical ewaluation of the rate' constant
The expressions for k(t) in Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.12) rely on sequential nuclear wave packet propagations on bright and dark potential energy surfaces. For interacting many-body systems, exact evaluation is not feasible. However, several semiclassical evaluation schemes appear viable. First, if. the initial wave packet I&o> can be expressed as a linear combination of Gaussian wave packets, then Gaussian wave packet dynamics at either the "thawed" or "frozen Gaussian" levei33 can be carried out even in condensed phase systems. Indeed, Neria and Nitzan have recently demonstrated the applicability of such techniques to the case of standard golden rule rates, i.e., Eq. (2.11)" There is no obvious reason why the same procedures should not work as well in the case of nonequilibrium initial state preparation covered by Eqs. (2.9b) and (2.10).
Another kind of semiclassical procedure is suggested by the argument presented above that the integrand of Eq. (2.10) decays rapidly as a function of 5 For small 7, it is legitimate"
to replace e-ihd~~eihh7~~e-iBvcx)7, with
) . This implies the approximate formula k(tj=J& Jr c(7,tj with
In Eqs. (2.13), spatial integrals are over all nuclear coordinate space. Also, we have assumed the nonadiabatic coupling function is not a function of momentum in obtaining this form. The advantage of this result is that it can be evaluated numerically using classical or quantum molecular dynamics simulation to evaluate P,(x,t). We note that in the semiclassical spirit of the approximation, it is expected that Wigner distributions can be used to define a phase space representation of I&)(+o~, 'cl 1 an c assical mechanics used to-propagate it.
C. Classical Franck-Condon approximation to k(t)
If we approximate the time kernel which appears in Eq. (2;lO) by C(r,t) given in Eq. (2.13), and simultaneously extend the upper limit of the time integration to infinity [cf. Eq. (2.12)], we obtain the "classical Franck-Condon" type expression
(2.14)
where "8' is the Dirac delta function. In this quasiclassical limit, the only part of the coordinate space that contributes to the nonadiabatic transition rate is the crossing seam between V, and Vd. Points along the seam are weighted by the instantaneous probability of the system to be at the seam (and also, in a milder way, by the gradient of the potential surface difference along the seam). This formula shows clearly the modulation of the time dependent rate constant as the wave packet enters and leaves the crossing region, as may have been expected on intuitive grounds and as has been observed recently in the photodissociation of NaI and NaBr by Zewail and co-workers.7(b) Also, as discussed above, it shows the approach to the thermally relaxed rate as P,(x,t) relaxes to thermal equilibrium. Thus the time evolution of the electronic population is governed by leakage to the dark surface and (vibrational) relaxation on the bright surface.
It is important to appreciate that although we have chosen to describe the curve-crossing scenario in the language of radiationless transition theory, the same scenario and same analysis applies to a variety of phenomena. Electron transfer reactions are a particularly popular case in point, where bright and dark states become "donor" and "acceptor" states, respectively. In the next section, we study a multimode model of electron transfer which can be addressed directly by the NGR formula.
Ill. A SPIN-BOSON MODEL OF "INNER-SPHERE" ELECTRON TRANSFER IN THE CASE OF NONEQUILIBRIUM PREPARATION OF THE DONOR STATE
Many eiectron transfer reactions are thought to proceed via the so-called "inner-sphere" mechanism. Namely, one (or a few) degrees of freedom are directly coupled to the electron transfer process. These "primary" or "reaction" coordinates are coupled to the environment of "secondary" or "bath" coordinates. The latter thus affect the electron transfer process indirectly, put possibly in a significant way.
Garg et a1." have modeled the reaction coordinate dynamics via two harmonic potential wells-one for the donor state and one for the acceptor state. The two wells are characterized by the same frequency and are shifted with respect to the locations of the minima and their energetic origins. The bath is modeled as a collection-of uncoupled harmonic oscillators, each of which is coupled bilinearly to the reaction coordinate. Such a description of the environment and its coupling to the reaction coordinate has been very popular in recent years." It results in relatively tractable reduced dynamics of the reaction coordinate at both classical and quantum levels. Moreover, by choosing the frequencies and bilinear coupling strengths of the bath oscillators appropriately, a variety of condensed phase environments can be mimicked.
The Hamiltonian -corresponding to this model can be written as Ei=~+~+)(+~+~-~-)(-)+~Ao(I+)(-I+I-)(+I).
i3.1)
Here I+) and I-) are the diabatic electronic states corresponding to the donor and acceptor electronic configurations, respectively. The nuclear coordinate Hamiltonians h, are specified as .
( 3.2) We have labeled the reaction coordinate as y, and the reaction coordinate potentials appropriate to donor and acceptor electronic state are labeled as V,(y). form elegant but approximate analysis of the quantum dynamics of the model using techni 3 ues developed in the macroscopic tunneling literature.'g(a Our approach to the computation of the necessary quantum dynamics will be somewhat different. We have found that it is possible to explicitly enumerate enough spin configurations in the path integral representation of the spin-boson (SB) model to obtain numerical results of desired accuracy.
Regardless of the manner in which the quantum dynamics calculations are performed, there remains the issue of choosing the parameters in the Hamiltonian and the initially prepared nuclear state on the donor surface. Here we will extend the line of reasoning adopted by Garg et al. to construct the simplest model that has the necessary features. We consider nuclear motion on the initially occupied donor potential surface. If one chooses the bath oscillator frequencies w, and the system-bath coupling coefficients c, according to the spectral density (3.5)
[The factor exp(-w/A) in Eq. (3.4) ensures a smooth cutoff of the spectral density at higher frequency. As h-+w, the A-independent Langevin equation (3.5) is obtained.] Since the donor surface is of harmonic oscillator type, the quantum dynamics of a Gaussian wave packet placed on the donor surface at t = 0 will reflect the classical evolution given by Eq. (3.5). p/Iore specifically, the center of the position space Gaussian, i.e., the center of the reduced probability distribution in the reaction coordinate, will relax in exactly the manner prescribed in Eq. (3.5).
The construction of the details of the system-bath coupling scheme-just sketched follows the reasoning of Garg et al. closely. Their work only considered the equilibrium case y (')=yo, and thus explicit relaxation of the reduced probability distribution of the reaction coordinate was not studied. The new feature that we have to contend with is starting the reaction coordinate out of equilibrium; i.e., y(')#yo. Our inclusion of this feature introduces one additional complication, namely, the need to prescribe the remaining features of the initially prepared wave packet on the donor surface.
In the GOA model, the appropriate initial nuclearstate at zero temperature is simply a product of Gaussian wave packets that represent the vibrational ground state of each of the normal modes of the full system-bath potential energy function associated with the donor electronic state. This state corresponds to e~quilibrium preparation on the donor surface at zero temperature and, moreover, is easy to process within the standard procedures utilized to compute real-time dynamics of spin-boson models.
In our generalization, the initial nuclear state is prescribed by a product of one-dimensional coherent state wave packets in the normal modes of the donor potential surface. Each coherent state is simply a displaced version of the ground state Gaussian wave packet for that mode, with its center in position space taken as the appropriate normal mode displacement that wiIl produce the Cartesian displacements y (')#yo and .xa= -cay (')/wi introduced above.
The model just described has the following desirable properties: It mimics the properties of an interacting manybody system well enough to exhibit vibrational relaxation of the reaction coordinate as it dissipates its initial energy into its environment. Because the reaction coordinate is directly coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom of the system, the model enables study of the joint contributions of vibrational relaxation and electron transfer to the overall decay of the donor state .popuIation. Finally, the model is of spinboson form. This means that the problem can be mapped onto one of enumerating configurations of a linear chain of Ising spins. Although previous work that has used this formulation of the SB model to compute real-time dynamical signatures has assumed preparation in vibrational eigenstates (or the associated thermal density operator1g720,25), the same explicit enumeration procedure can be utilized to study the evolution of the displaced initial state that is relevant in our scenario.
We stress that the spin-boson model of nonequilibrium inner sphere ET which has been constructed is not without deficiencies. The spectral densities invoked mimic relaxation of the reaction coordinate via dissipative couplings to an environmental bath, but we have no evidence that the relaxation of any particular molecular ET system is gc#erned specifically by the Langevin equation (3.5). In addition, the details of the initial nonequilibrium nuclear coordinate wave packet are chosen largely for convenience. The need to shift the center of the wave packet along the reaction coordinate away from the equilibrium position along that coordinate is self-evident, but other features such as the widths of the initial wave packet in each direction of nuclear coordinate space depend intimately on the nature of preparation of the initial state, an issue which is beyond the scope of the present study. Moreover, the nuclear motion on the bright surface cannot truly exhibit relaxation to equilibrium, since the bright surface potential energy function is quadratic in the nuclear coordinates. Hence the evolution j?(t)-+;p, where j$ is the thermal equilibrium density matrix associated with Lb, does not occur in this model. Fortunately, for the spectral densities adopted in this work (full details are given below), the critical time kernels do have the property that for long times t, (3.6) Hence the time dependent rate constant k(t) relaxes at long times to an asymptotic value given by the standard CR in our model calculations.
Another type of limitation of the present model, in which the coupling between the reaction coordinate and the bath is linear in the reaction coordinate, is that it underestimates the role of vibrational dephasing in the molecular relaxation process. It does not account for dephasing processes not directly associated with population relaxation (i.e., "proper dephasing"). From the point of view of the present calculation, this does not raise any difficulty because, as pointed out in Sec. I, in the limit of fast dephasing, the relaxation can be described by a standard master equation in the space of vibrational levels of the initial electronic state with each level assigned a decay rate given by the standard golden rule. Here we focus on the opposite limit. In the next section, we provide specific parameter choices, details of computation, and results for electron transfer in the case of preparation in a nonequilibrium nuclear coordinate state of the donor potential surface.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND RESULTS
The electron transfer Hamiltonian used in our numerical study is given in Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3). The displacements which describe the shift of the dark state from the bright state are specified by the spectral density J,(o) given by Eq. (3.4). The nuclear coordinates y and {x,} can be exchanged for linear combinations (ip} corresponding to the normal modes of the quadratic potential indicated in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) (i.e., the coordinates in which the associated force constant matrix is diagonal). Expressed in terms of normal mode coordinates, the ET Hamiltonian reads For the nonequilibrium model, the initial wave packet is not in thermal equilibrium on the + surface. As was noted in Sec. III, if the initial displacement of the reaction coordinate jsy , (') then the initial displacement of the bath coordinates xc' must be taken as n&O'= --~,y(~)lw$ in order for the reaction coordinate to obey the simple zero-temperature Langevin equation dynamics given in Eq. (3.5) If the transformation matrix between the local modes and the normal modes is denoted by T (i.e., the columns of T are the unit normed eigenvectors of the force constant matrix associated with the coupled reaction coordinate-bath potential energy surface), then The system which has been studied consists of a reaction coordinate y with a frequency of oscillation a= 1. As menpling coefficients EP are chosen according to J&o), using a tioned above, the mass is taken as unity, and so is the param- .?b is chosen according to kc& (4.2), and the displacement of the mode from equilibritim is given by Eq. (4.5). As indicated above, the-width of the i&al wave packet associated with normal mode coordinate p is the same as for the vibrational ground state of a simple harmonic oscillator having unit mass and angular frequency CZZ~.
We have examined situations corresponding to several values of the bias energy E. In the first example to be presented, the minimum of the -surface is lower in energy by an amount eo= Zcp2$l~~ than that of the + surface, so that the -surface intersects the + surface at the minimum Y = -y. of the latter. This arrangement promotes rapid leakage of the wave packet onto the dark surface (assuming that the initial nuclear wave packet is prepared in or quickly approaches the equilibrium region.of the donor surface). In the ET literature, it is referred to as the case of "activationless" transfer. The nonadiabatic coupling parameter A, is set to 0.6. Results for a series of model systems in which the initial wave packet is gradually shifted further from the thermal equilibration position are shown in Fig. 1 . In all cases, the initial displacement of the wave packet from equilibrium -(yCo)+yo)=S, is indicated. In Fig. 1 , Pb(t) obtained via the nonequilibrium golden rule formula [Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9b)] is compared with the result obtained by the exact spin enumeration procedure. Panels (la)- (le) show results for increasing values of &. The details of the exact calculation .of Pb( t) are outlined in the Appendix. In all calculations, a discrete set of bath oscil--lators was used and the number of oscillators was increased until convergence over the desired time period was achieved. In general, this required approximately 200 oscillators.
Figure l(a) depicts the case of equilibrium preparation, i.e., y(O) = -yo. This curve shows the familiar behavior associated with the standard golden rule. At short times, Pb(t) decays quadratically with time, but at longer times, exponential decay sets in. Panels l(b)-l(e) show results for increasing initial displacement of the reaction coordinate. The first noticable effect of such a displacement is a delay in the initial probability leakage due to the fact that the initial nuclear coordinates have a very small probability to be at the crossing seam (which goes through the equilibrium position of the donor surface for this system). As the initial state begins to evolve on the bright surface, it "rolls down" to the bottom of the donor surface and nonadiabatic transfer to the acceptor surface can occur. As the initial dispacement is increased further,.a succession of plateaus and dips develop in Pb(t). These reflect successive seam crossings [manifested in dips in Ph(t)] and departures from the seam region [manifested as plateaus in am].
Because the reaction coordinate dynamics is coupled to a zero temperature harmonic bath, the center of the nuclear probability density along Be reaction coordinate coordinate damps to yo, which results in an asymptotically time-independent rate constant, i.e., simple exponential decay of Pb(t).
This interpretation of the dynamics is supported by Fig.  2 , which shows the classical motion for the reaction coordinate on the + electronic surface, computed from the Langevin equation (3.5). As noted above, increasing the displacement of the y coordinate from the equilibrium position results in slower initial decay of Pb(t). Since the intersection of + and -surfaces occurs at the bottom of the + surface well, transfer to the dark surface is most efficient when the wave packet is in this region. According to the classical decay dynamics of y(t), the larger the initial displacements are from the minimum in the potential energy surface, the further the system is from its equilibrium position at shorter times. In a quantum mechanical scenario, this may be interpreted as the center of the wave packet being further displaced from the crossing point and hence less efficient transfer at shorter times.
Further insight into the dynamics is obtained by plotting ln [P,(t)] vs t for the curves obtained in Figs. l(a)-l(e). This is done in Fig. 3 . At sufficiently long times, alJ the curves become straight lines with nearly the same slope. This reflects expectations set forth in Set; II above. The time dependent rate constant k(t) {the negative of the slope of ln[P,(t)]}.directly mirrors the evolution on the donor surface of the initially prepared nuclear wave packet, as indicated in Eq.. (2.12). After a long enough time, for the donor surface used in the present study; the reduction indicated, in Eq. (3.6) occurs. We expect this to be the case in more complicated condensed phase systems as well for reasons outlined in the discussion of the classical Franck-Condon approximation to k(t) above. For the range of displacements from equilibrium considered in Fig. 1 , the NGR provides a good approximation to the exact solution, up to times where less than about 30% of the initial population remains on the + surface. It should be noted that the exact calculations of the population decay, using the spin enumeration procedure described in the Appendix, require enough spins to achieve convergence over the time period of interest. The number needed depends in part on the values of the parameters that appear in the ET Hamiltonian (4.1), and also on the time interval of interest. For the systems considered in Fig. 1 , it was found that for td 8, about 14 spins, or 214 spin configurations were sufficient, while for the long time tails 8 stall 0, considerably more configurations Were required for convergence, typically 218-p
The case of "barrierless crossing" is special, since-it is defined by the condition that the diabatic acceptor surface crosses the donor surface exactly at the minimum of the latter. In general, this condition will not be met and, consequently, an "activation barrier" develops in the system. The introduction of such a barrier results in decreased efficiency of population transfer from donor to acceptor surfaces. We created an activation barrier by "raising up" the diabatic acceptor potential surface. without shifting its equilibrium position in nuclear coordinate space. Specifically, we changed the bias between the diabatic surface minima according to Q= -1c~~2~~l~~. When ~=l, the barrierless crossing case is recovered. As K is reduced, the acceptor potential surface is lifted vertically, and consequently the energetic crossing point between the two diabatic surfaces is given by zlp(l -~)'i$//2$j above the minimum of the + surface. This energy gives a rough estimate of the height of the activation barrier and hence lowering K is expected to result in slower decay of P,(t). By the time that ~=0.5/1.99, deviations from the results displayed in Fig. 1 (K= 1) are clearly noticeable. The correspondiig results for ~=0.5/1.99 are shown in Fig. 4 . In each panel, the results of the GR approximation [in Fig. 4(a) ] or NGR approximation ] are compared to exact path integral results. It can be seen that the accuracy of the (N)GR approximation is not quite as good as in the barrierless crossing case considered above. although its performance is still encouraging. Interestingly, it is the standard GR situation (i.e., where y(O)= -yo), cbnsidered in Fig. 4(a) , where the approximation is least accurate. When the initial wave packet is displaced from the center of the donor potential surface,-the NGR approximation does quite well at following the plateaus and drops associated with the oscillation of the bright surface wave packet. Overall, the NGR approximation for this case of crossing through the activation barrier is accurate to within about lo%-15% down to bright surface electronic probabilities of 0.3-0.35. In Fig. 5 , we plot In Pb(tj vs t for the case considered in Fig. 4 . Again it is seen that after a sufficiently long time, In Ph(t) varies linearly with time for all initial conditions studied, and the asymptotic slope is given essentially by the standard GR rate constant Because the NGR approximation is intimately tied to time-dependent perturbation theory (cf. Sec. II), it is of interest to explore the extent to which it is limited to small nonadiabatic coupling strengths A,. In Fig. 6 , we show results for the scenario considered in Fig. 1 (the barrierless crossing case), except that the nonadiabatic coupling strength has, been increased to A,= 1.0. The decay of Pb(t) is noticeably more rapid due to the stronger value of the nonadiabatic coupling strength. Perhaps surprisingly, the NGR results are quite accurate down to populations of a few percent. Even though we are far from the limit where nonadiabatic coupling can be classified as a small perturbation, the exponentiation of the short-time dynamics analyzed in detail in Sec. II proves fruitful. It is worth noting that convergence of the path integral procedure requires more spins in the equivalent Ising chain as A0 is increased. The computational details of the (N)GR approximation, on the other hand, are essentially independent of the magnitude of the nonadiabatic coupling strength. Hence (N) GR type approximations may find unexpected utiIity in this regime.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have derived and applied a formula for computing approximate leakage of population from an initially prepared electronic state to a second, nonadiabatically coupled, electronic state. The formula is a generalization of the standard golden rule, which applies when the initial nuclear coordinate is a rovibrational eigenstate of the potential energy surface associated with the initially populated electronic state. Here, more general initial nuclear states have been considered. In particular, our result, contained in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), and termed the nonequilibrium golden rule . formula, incorporates effects due to preparation of the initial state out of equilibrium with respect to the nuclear coordinates. For simplicity, we have assumed that the process is dominated by "one-way leakage," i.e., no backflow of probability to the initially prepared electronic state. This assumption, which is expected to be applicable in many important cases, e.g., the exothermic regime of electron transfer reactions, makes the exponential expression in Eq. (2.9bj valid for relatively long times (on the time scale of the electronic transition).
To establish the accuracy of the nonequilibrium golden rule formula, application'was made to a spin-boson model of inner sphere electron transfer. The model introduced by Garg et al. for transition out of the equilibrium nuclear state of the Donor electronic state*' was extended to include initial conditions corresponding to nonequilibrium preparation on the donor surface. The predictions of the nonequilibrium golden rule were found to agree well with exact path integral results for a wide range of initial distortions of the initial nuclear wave packet from ifs equilibrium configuration.
A number of extensions of the themes developed in this work would be of useful. First, the inclusion of electronic population "backflow" to the initially populated state is necessary to treat important cases such as the "symmetric case" of equivalent donor and acceptor moieties. Presumably, a time-dependent version of the "backward" rate constant that chlorophyll species. 26 If vibronic interactions are important arises in standard golden rule or master equation treatments" in this electron transfer process, it may be necessary to treat can be constructed. Another interesting generalization would effects due to nonequilibrium preparation of the nuclear cobe to the case of more than two nonadiabatically coupled ordinates on the donor potential surface. Yet another question electronic states. There is, e.g., extensive speculation that the concerns the relationship between the optical preparation electron transfer in the photosynthetic reaction center proprocess and the electronuclear dynamics which follows this ceeds via an intermediate state associated with a bridging preparation step. If the optical pulse duration is comparable to, say, the time scale of vibrational relaxation -on the bright or donor state, then it should be considered on the same dynamical footing as the electronuclear motion. In this case, the pulse preparation step needs to be folded into the evolu- Fig. 1 , except that here the nonadiabatic coupling A0 is increased to the value 1.0. In (a) the wave packet is initially in equilibrium position on the + (donor) surface. In (b) the initial wave packet. displacement is ses= 1.0. tion of the electronuclear motion according to the timedependent SchrGdinger equation. Fdr all these more elaborate processes, as well as the simpler one considered directly in the paper, the essential simplicity of the nonequilibrium golden rule prescription opens the way to a variety of interesting condensed phase applications.
Note added in proqf After this paper was accepted for publication we learned of work by L. D. Zusman and A. B. Gelman on the optical absorption spectrum of a solvating electron [Opt. Spectrosc. (USSR) 53, 248 (1982) ] in which formulas similar to our Eq. (2.8) were obtained. The focus of the two articles is, however, much different. Iii this paper we have pointed out the potential for semiclassical calculation of time-dependent rate constants for interacting many-body systems, and the ability to extend the short-time perturbation theory analyses by appropriate processing of the short-timedata. In addition, an extensive application to the GOA model of inner sphere electron transfer, including numerically exact Path Integral solutions that demonstrate the utility of the nonequiIibrium golden rule procedure, is novel. We thank Dr. L. Zusman for bringing his work to our attention.
boson model which is useful for computing Franck-Condon absorption spectra in systems-characterized by nonadiabatitally coupled excited electronic states.u The details are slightly different in the case of present interest, i.e., computation of electronic state population dynamics; and hence are sketched in the following paragraphs.
We wish to calculate the + surface population Xhle --ikq +>I 4,>, ('42) where E= t/N and ISi) is an eigenstate of crz, i.e., a,le>= ?I+). Equation (A2) is exact for any N, but a solution is only possible in the limit where N--co. wolmw4o).
@5)
The factor !%Q" c = nf$lFzjXj.M, , and fi< is the time develop; ment operator for a set of linearly driven harmonic oscillator evolving according to &Xk) +fk(u)xk ;
here &?(xk) is the standard harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian for mode k, and u is the time variable. Furthermore, fk(u) is a pulse function that on the interval je<u<(j + 1) E takes values of + 6, if sj = -+ for 0 c js N -1. The propagator' fi", : .I. is defined analogously, with a pulse function that depends in an obvious way on the spin variables sN-szN-1.
In order to calculate Pb(t), we need to calculate the factor (&,I ( fiI",> i @.I 4,) ..This quantity can be obtained analytically, since the initial wave packet for each mode is a Gaussian coherent state which is to be evolved according to a linearly driven harmonic oscillator potential,28 with a driving force defined by the spin configuration as just discussed.
Essentially the same technique described in this appendix has been used in previous calculations of spectroscopic line shapes within the spectroscopic spin-boson mode1.27 The presence of both a forward and a reverse time development operator (rif and fi",) in the electronic population calculations renders calculation of Ph(t) to longer times more difficult than analogous optical spectra. Effectively, it requires twice as many spins to compute the population decay as it does to calculate the value of an electronic absorption kernel at the same time value.
.
